
 

Osney, St Thomas & New Botley Allotments Association 
Minutes of Committee meeting 18 November 2015 
 
Attending:  Anne (Chair), Verity, Nia, Jude (minutes), Nick, Elizabeth, Sally, Sid, Steve, Susan, Phil 
Apologies:  Sue S-L 

 
1. Minutes from 23 September 2015. 

• Item on machinery use and guidelines – a draft has been produced and Phil will follow 
up.  Action:  Phil. 

• Item on sending messages to plot holders:  Nick will send messages if there are 
problems; otherwise, Site Secretaries will organize messages on nonpayment.   

• Item on message boards:  Nick reported them as being expensive but cost is apparently 
now £45 per sign.  Action:  Anne to put on the agenda for January meeting for 
discussion. 

Otherwise, the minutes are an accurate record. 
 
2. Matters arising from the meeting of 23 September:   

2.1 Notice board funding.  Underway and money will be transferred.  Action:  Susan  
2.2 Jude to post additional photos of committee.  New pictures received and all notices will need to 

be re-done.  Action:  Jude 
2.3 Sue S-L monitoring and adding ‘rubbish messages’.  These seem to be effective.  Fly tipping on 

BM reported to the Council and action taken quickly because it was clear this was an off-site 
source.  Nick will now not pursue raising the fence height, as action was effective.  

2.4 Nia and Sue S-L to list uncultivated plots.  List exists for BM and Nia will send this to Nick to 
draft warning letters.  Action:  Sue S_L and Elizabeth will create a list for £20 Meadow.  See item 
3 (below) 

2.5 Susan H.  To update and correct spread sheet of current plot holders for £20 Meadow.  Susan to 
receive and act on information linked to the spreadsheet with Site Secretaries (Nia on BM and 
Sue S-L and Elizabeth on £20) dealing with queries and allocation of plots. Action:  Nick to 
forward password and web address to Susan.   

2.6 Eric to clear Paul’s allotments w. four days noted as predicted time.   A total of 10 days was 
completed and paid by the Association.  A 10-person working party will continue the work on 21 
November.  Action:  Nia will email the committee with the contact details of a scrap metal 
merchant.  Plots 83A and 84A are already let and under cultivation.  The committee discussed 
and agreed that more use of working parties for specific projects, with a range of jobs to cover 
all abilities would be useful.  Action:  Nick to take the proposal to the AGM.  Action:  Jude to 
investigate reactivating the ‘Payback’ team connections and to see what work they can offer.   

2.7 Nick to create a budget for 2016/7.  Action:  Sid and Nick to discuss and bring to the January 
meeting.  This will help establish a reasonable rent for 2016/17 and whether a hardship fund is 
possible.   
 

3. Actions arising from rent / plot renewal  
3.1:  discuss and agree criteria and wording for non-cultivation letters. 
 

Action:  Nia and Sue S-L to send a list of plots to Nick with notes and background information if 
known on each plot so that Nick can send detailed and accurate messages, fine-tuned to 
individual circumstances.  Issues that might trigger a letter include: 

 



 

• Non-cultivation.  This means less than 50% under active cultivation and also, absence of 
sustained effort over the previous 12 months.  So, a one-off dig of a small area would not be 
‘cultivation.   

• Trees.   Shadowing neighbours, blocking paths etc.  
• Rubbish.  Excessive, badly sited.  Also carpets if appropriate.   
• Health and Safety breaches, dangers such as projecting items, open wells 
 

4. Site maintenance issues 
4.1:  Bonfires:  Guidance is posted but is being regularly ignored.  The risk is a site ban if this 
continues.  Plot holders who are asked not to have a fire and who refuse to comply risk removal 
as tenants.  Action:  all committee members to have a watching brief for fires that are set when 
wind and/or timing is inappropriate.  
4.2:  Hedge over-cutting on £20 Meadow by a plot holder:  issues of burning and security 
compromises to the site. Action:  Jude to email Nick and cc Gus referring to one recent case.   
4.3:  Update on ditch clearance work:  The whole project was terminated in early November 
due to engineers identifying a 36000-volt power line in the proposed digging zone.  Tree 
removal has been completed with 8 large trees now cut.  There will be on-going issues with 
regrowth and maintenance in the fence ‘gap’. Action:  Jude and Nick to draft a letter to relevant 
plotholders.   
4.4:  Water shut down.  Action:  Sid to shut off water on £20 and Nia on BM by 1 December; 
notices to be placed on both sites.  When water is off, the toilet needs to be locked with a note 
that users can go to WOCA. 
 
5.  AOB:  
5.1 Bee Friendly initiative:  The September 26 event was a success and a similar next year is 
being planned.  The cooperation of several contiguous organisations has made it more likely 
that a positive impact on urban bees can be shown.  The hive experiments on BM continue.  24 
November for a talk in the town hall on soil conservation.   
 
5.2 27 September event on £20 Meadow saw about 50 people attending from across the 
allotments. Idea of bringing and using excess fruit and veg was not successful.  A discussion of 
crushers, extractors and how to promote them in 2016 led to Phil agreeing to look into grants to 
allow production of a machine for general use.  To be discussed at the next meeting.   
 
5.3 BM plot holders were awarded prizes in the 2015 competition:  a third for over 65s. A 2nd for 
under 65s and one plot having a special mention for generally being ‘very nice’.  2of5 
composting awards for the whole city went to BM plotholders.   
 
5.4 Verity to investigate getting the allotments into the monthly Waitrose grant to charities.  
Action:  Verity 
 
Next meeting 20 January 2016.  7 PM. 
 

  


